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Introduction

at the technological, energy as well as on the social level. It is
necessary to work on the optimization of the solution

Electricity is one of the most important blessings that science
has given to humanity; there is no doubt that the most Design and process
important of inventions is that energy which we depend on in
the current modern time. We all know that the energy can be 1-For the distribution machine, We are talking here about the
smart and automatic part; It’s a machine that distributes food,
transformed from one to another form. (5)
tickets… In return for energy production, where for every
Electricity also provides means of entertainments,… the specific amount of energy it gives a snack or a ticket in return
whole of our life.
through our device which will be able to transform the
mechanical energy to electrical energy and stock it then
In the same time, we know that producing the electricity is
calculate its exact amount
very expensive. In addition, we cannot forget the relationship
between Energy and pollution
2-For the bike, how to transform the mechanical energy to the
electrical and stock it?
Also, with the overuses of the cars or Moto bikes, the electric
We transform the mechanical energy generated by rolling the
bike is still very expensive for the major part of people ( 10
bike’s wheel into an electrical energy that will be stocked in a
times of the SMIG)
rechargeable battery.
In the other side, we know that homelessness is a huge
problem in our world. Regarding to the huge increase of the
Food widgets we can help by providing it
From the previous ideas we start this project.
We worked on making a functional prototype to test the
results. It was a grand success for us.

Object

1°) Taking advantage of the rotating system is an original idea
3- For the Wheel: A 3D solid works model was made as an
with huge and very motivating numbers.
innovative solution.
Concept
32°) Helping homeless people by providing food, tickets...
3°) Our survey shows that having a free electric bicycle can
4attract the attention of 91% of users.

Fig. 2 : The functional diagram

4°) Reducing pollution due to people’s interest in using the
electric bicycle
Validation and conclusion

So the idea to design of a device

Easy to implement, Cheap, Does not depend on any other To ensure the efficiency we need to be in the right range (4)
parameters such as the wind. Any rotation in any place can be Using all the relations to calculate the exact velocity and the
a source of Electrical Energy
power produced (2)
To facilitate the use of this new device, A START UP will be V = 5,905 m/s with 3 spires
launched to:
Power, P= 300 KW
F (Hz) = Np x Ntr
V= (2pi Ntr/60) x R

Rent electric bikes for “free”

Distribute free food and snacks to homeless regarding to the
energy production
The device will gives us the opportunity to start a new
Distribute free train, metro, subway … tickets regarding to the company for collecting the electrical energy from all rotate
things that we can use
energy production
Results
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Therefore, the design, the manufacture of a free public
system and easy to use and implement can solve the problem
1

【評語】200021
This project try to design a device, a distribution machine.
This machine can product energy and distribute food, tickes, etc.
In return for energy production, where for every specific amount
og energy, which will be able to transform the mechanical
energy to electrical energy and stock it. Thus, this machines may
soloe the hungry and energy problems simaltaneously.

